
The Tale Of Two Salespeople  

Two Salespeople representing their companies in a similar field travel to establish whether 
there are Opportunities to expand into a new market. 

Let’s assume for the sake of this example that the new region the companies are looking to 
expand into is Asia, and the industry is that of manufacturing and distribution of Sandals (if 
you are not in the industry, and you are not looking into Asia, it’s ok, the lesson you will 
learn applies to everyone, What Ever You’re Into). 

So these two salespeople fly over and within a few days, they get on the phone and speak to 
their respective leadership team.   

The first salesperson turns around and says, ‘Well, I have been looking around and frankly 
speaking I don’t See any Opportunities here.  I think we should stick to what we are doing or 
look elsewhere.   

Let’s not be too worried about this market’.  

The CEO questions, ‘why not?’ 

The salesperson utters with absolute disappointment (long sigh for dramatic effect), ‘It’s 
pointless. No one here wears sandals or shoes’.   

As a result, Opportunities are apparently No Where to be found for this first company. 

Now, the other salesperson makes a similar call to update his Management team of his 
findings.   

He says, ‘Prepare the manufacturing plant to Up their Production.  I need you to make 
things happen and have a container packed with sandals sent to me right away.’ 

Hearing the Enthusiasm and Excitement in the salesperson’s voice, the Management can’t 
help but ask, ‘What’s with the excitement?  What makes you think there’s even a market for 
these Sandals?’ 

The salesperson bursting at the seam with Energy turns around and says, ‘You have no idea 
how beautiful this market is.  It is absolutely untouched.  No one here is wearing sandals or 
shoes.  With a bit research, a lot of Hard work and Persistence, this can be ours for the 
taking.  

We will have First Movers Advantage and Dominate the Marketplace’. 

Same Industry.  Same Environment. Same Market.  Two Different individuals.  

Two different Results both for themselves, ultimately the Outcome for their companies. 
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